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deny, like others, simply accosted her by saying 'Good
morning, madam1 ".
Such excesses could not naturally last, and in Bengal
the\ did not last beyond a generation. By the middle of
the nineteenth ccntuiy when Romesh Dutt was bom the
first effects of the impact had worn off, and there was a
greater tendency towards synthesis of the Western values
and Indian life, and a conscious effort to absorb them in the
Indian pattern A certain exaggerated attachment not only
to Western ideas but also to the Western ways of life did
indeed continue throughout the nineteenth century and even
iatet, but moie important and fundamental were the move-
ments, religious, social, literary and ultimately political
which sought to apply the Western methods of analysis based
on reason to Indian thoughts and beliefs.
The earliest sponsor of this, rationalistic movement was
Raja Ram Mohun Roy who founded the Brahmo Samaj
in 1828. The Raja's movement was, however, not that of
an open revolt against either the Hindu religion or Hindu
society. It applied the lest of reason and tried lo justify
on this basis the basic tenets of Hinduism as prescribed in
the old Hindu scriptures whose authority he accepted. The
later accretions to Hindu practices he discarded, the most
important oC which was the "Sati" rite which was abolished
by law with his powerful support in 1829. The leadership
of the Brahmo Samaj movement was taken up after Raja
Ram Mohun Roy by Maharsi Debendra Nath Tagorc, and
later by Keshab Chandra Sen. Keshab Sen, who was a
person of great drive- and dynamism, carried the movement
forward into a new phase, and in the words of Bipin Chandra
Pal "proclaimed the absolute supremacy of the individual
conscience over every form of outside authority in the
determination of human conduct, either of scriptures or

